Custom Workshop Curtains
Stanners is able to measure, supply
and fit custom workshop curtains to
your premises.
The curtains are designed to protect
against draught, moisture, cold, dust
and grinding debris.
Made from a heavy duty, 1.0mm thick
flame retardant PVC, the curtains are
supplied with eyelets across the
width, completed with metal hanging
rings every 300mm.
To prevent a tearing of the material, all four sides are
hemmed.

The curtain comes complete with Velcro closure
systems to seal the curtain on the height side.
The curtain is weighted with a chain hem and sweep
to provide a seal along the ground to prevent
unwanted movement from wind and air.
The curtain is on a rail system and can be folded back
and stored when not in use.

Rail System
Using hot dip galvanised steel brackets with stainless hardware,
the ceiling mounted rail system allows the curtain to be easily
pulled by the user to section off an area.
Mounted using tensioned tie rods to your workshop ceiling, the
curtain rail is a stable and high quality system, giving you a
bespoke sectioning system for your workshop.

Materials and Construction
Brass Eyelets every 300mm.
Velcro fastening to seal the curtain edges.
1.0mm, heavy duty and flame retardant
PVC upper and lower section. -30°/+70°
maximum.
All seams double lock stitched.
1.0mm Polished clear window section,
cold crack rated to -20° maximum.
All sections joined together using rot
resistant thread.
A range of colours are available for the
curtain to segregate areas, or just to
match your workshop décor.
Chain weighted lower hem with sweep to
seal against draughts and dust.

The workshop curtains are produced using a combination of the finest industrial vinyl available
on the market. The curtain is flexible with high tear resistance and tensile strength.

Measuring and Fitting
As every workshop is different and one size doesn’t always fit all, we offer a custom fitting
service.
A member of the Stanners team will visit your site and take measurements for the fitment area
of your custom curtain, building the curtain to your specs, location and design requirements.
Once your custom curtain has been produced, our trained engineers will return to your site and
fit the curtain.

Why buy a generic, ill fitting curtain and have the hassle of employing
contractors to fit?

Use Stanners Equipment and let us handle it all.
From custom design to tailored fitting, start to finish.

